
Tour the Texture Gallery

Fred Fish and Amiga Library Services announces the April '95 release of Texture Gallery. TG is
a multi-platform, 1.2 gigabyte 2 CD-ROM set containing hundreds of 24-bit textures in a wide
range of file formats (IFF, TARGA, JPEG & PICT). Brick, marble, skin and rock are just a few of 
the texture categories contained on this CD. All textures are represented with thumbnail 
rendersings allowing artists easy previewing. TG's textures are perfect for use with 
LightWave 3D and can be used to create bump maps. With all it has to offer and a price tag 
of $44.95 this is a must see. 

And the Adventure Continues...

Fred Fish and Amiga Library Services also announces the April '95 release of a CD for 
LightWave artistry, Light-ROM 2. Containing 650 megs of ready to render scene files, 
textures and Images, the multi-platform, LR 2 CD contains over 3500 objects and is now 
100% LigthWave/Video Toaster material! All this, plus thumbnail renderings and the 
exclusive "Showcase" directory, guide artists into a new and exciting LightWave world to 
explore! Retaining its $39.95 price tag, Light-ROM 2 delivers.
Amiga Library Services  610 North Alma School Road Suite 18, Chandler, AZ 85224-3687, 
602-917-0917.

Digital Orchestra - Update

The price on this eighty disk collection of digitally sampled musical instruments from 
Fairbrothers, Inc. The price now is $4.95 per disk, 3 or more disks at $3.95 each and 10 or 
more at $2.95 each. Disks 1-40 are also available on CD. 
Fairbrothers, Inc., 5054  S 22nd St., Arlington, VA 22206, Tel 703-820-1954, FAX 703-820-
2164.

Great Graphics, Low Cost!

QuickText from Tahoe Software, Etc is an interactive desktop video program designed to 
easily develop and display almost any type of graphic screen, including titles and credits, 
pictures, and even animations. Other features include full ARexx support, auto screen 
sequencing, on-screen timer, text and numeric variables, a recordable & replayable 
"doodler", and an easy-to-use point-and-click interface. QuickText has been used for 6 years 
in a computer with a simple genlock in a daily, live newscast and in taping sports events for 
local TV cable. It can be used as an overhead projector, reader-board, silen pager, or 
teleprompter. "QT" is made for any Amiga with Workbench 1.2 or higher. You can get a FREE 
demo from Tahoe Software, etc., or from the Aminet (biz/demo/QuickTextdemo.1ha). Soon to 
be released, QuickText PRO will feature remote-control via modem, time-of-day slots, and 
tiled backdrops. QuickText as an SRP of $59.95.
Tahoe Software, Etc., PO Box 9236, South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158, 916-541-0873.

BCI-NET CD December 94  - The Latest Aminet Alternative

Brought to you by Better Concepts, Inc., this CD contains over 1 GIG of the latest, greatest, 
most useful programs off of the Internet. Utilities, games, graphics, music, entertainment 
plus tons more! All complete with a custom built interface written just for this CD that will let
you smooth through the archived files and allow you to launch 



any program, without ever leaving the interface. planned to be release quarterly, the latest 
version available is December 94.
Better Concepts, Inc., 10 mandon terrace, New City, NY 10956, Tel 914-639-5095, FAX 914-
634-7097.

Amigo Multimedia MM1200

This system utilizes advanced graphics architecture chip set to simultaneously display 
graphics in up to 256,000 colors from a pallette of over 16.8 million, providing life-like NTSC 
images and adding spectacular color to presentations and interactive applications. The 
system comes bundled with SCALA MultiMedia Software which is a complete interactive 
multimedia authoring language. Easy to use ICONIC interface, allowing point and click 
programming with a two button mouse. SCALA comes with fonts, backgfrounds, wipes, 
transitions, drawing tools, sounds and music.
Amigo Business Computers, 192 Laurel Road, East Northport, NY 11731, Tel 516-757-7334, 
FAX 516-757-7234.

Updated CyberEdit products

CyberEdit CM is a professional quality computer assisted video editing system.  It has a fast, 
intuitive mouse and keyboard interface. It has an oversized edit list management screen. 
Experience simultaneous user control of all VCRs with razor-sharp editing accuracy. CM 
requires an accelertaed Amiga and has an optional PRO Video Toaster interface. Startting at 
$800.00

CyberEdit CM/PRO is the enhanced version of CyberEdit which supports the NewTek Video 
Toaster. You can perform multiple Toaster effects per edit including fade from/to Black, digital
trnasitions betweens edits (AX Roll), trnasitions from/to backdrop pages, all titling keyed on 
video or Toaster backdrops, frame grabs, and more. Versatile Toaster effect management 
system allows effects that are: cued to tape location (HH:MM:SS:FF), to time (hold 5 secs), or
chained (end of one starts the next). Strating at $995.00.
Cybercall, Inc., 20 Cleveland Ave., Highland Park, NJ 08904, Voice/Fax: 908-249-9883.

AL-MUZIAA, The Ethnic Teleprompter

An Arabic, Farsi (Persian), Urdu Teleprompter. Text is entered through the Amiga, then it is 
scrolled on a special monitor with a reflector hood that is placed between the camera and 
the boradcaster &/or actor, where he or she will read the text as it scrolls. No memorization 
is needed. Features: WYSIWYG, speed is controlled by a remote hand set, fast Cue marks, 
reverse background color. Note: Complete system hardware (monitor, hood, reflector, & 
bracket) are available too. By L.C.P.S., Inc, USA & Zen Computer Services, UK
L.C.P.S. Inc., PO Box 2015, Schiller Park, IL 60176, Tel 708-678-7183, Fax 708-678-7223.

NoahJi's Announcements



MacroSystem GmbH of Witten, Germany is pleased to announce the development of their 
own video and graphics workstation named DraCo. Based on the Motorola 68060, this 
powerful machine will ship in the Spring of 1995. For operating systems the Amiga OS will be
standard and UNIX and UNIX clone support is expected. Development and production of 
DraCo are not dependent upon the current Commodore situation, as this computer is custom
chipset independent. Any software program which runs on Amiga graphic boards like the 
Retina and the Picasso will work in DraCo. This includes LightWave, AdPro, Image F/X, 
Imagine, Bars and Pipes Pro and most every other professional software package. Hardware 
compatibility is the function of the five Zorro II slots. These slots allow use of the Toccata, 
Emplant, Ehternet, VLab Y/C and most other hardware boards. Hardware that requires the 
custom chip set won't run in DraCo. This includes 880K floppies, genlocks, and the 
Toaster.Pricing is yet to be determined but it will be available in numerous memory and hard 
drive configurations and will be comparable in price to a similarly equipped A4000. Owners 
fo the Retina and VLab Motion products will receive attractive upgrade prices directly from 
NoahJi's.

Version 2.0 of MovieShop software for VLab Motion has been released. This new release 
includes full audio support for VLab Motion from within MovieShop software. The almost 
unlimited audio possibilities


